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Protests against Netanyahu’s legal reform, which annulled the separation of powers, would
have  had  as  a  side  effect  the  appearance  of  fissures  in  the  areas  of  Israeli  Defense  and
Intelligence, due to the refusal of a significant number of reservists to join vital posts for the
Israeli Defense, many of them grouped in the “Brothers and Sisters in Arms” block.

Taking advantage of the alleged security holes in the Israeli Defense caused by the schism
between the reservists  and Netanyahu,  the armed wing of  the Islamist  group Hamas,
launched the largest military offensive since 2007 with the infiltration of tens of its members
in  Israeli  localities  and  the  launching  of  thousands  of  projectiles  against  wide  areas,
including Tel Aviv and Jerusalem with the provisional result of about 1500 Israeli victims.

Netanyahu of the resounding Israeli security failure to belittle Egyptian information. Thus,
according to Egyptian sources, 10 days earlier they allegedly warned Netanyahu that Hamas
was preparing a major offensive that ended with about 1500 Israeli victims and according to
a survey by The Jerusalem Post, 80% of the respondents say that “the Government is mainly
responsible for the infiltration of Palestinian militias” and 56% think that “Netanyahu should
resign at the end of the current war.”

But the second Palestinian Nakba will be inevitable if the United States does not intervene
and forces the Netanyahu government to stop the asymmetric punishment of the civilian
population of the Gaza Strip in the form of continuous bombings and the cut in the supply of
electricity and water to the Gazan population.

Such asymmetrical  punishment would have triggered a wave of  global  support  for  the
people of Gaza, coupled with the growing disaffection of Israeli society towards Netanyahu,
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could lead to the resignation of his Government and the subsequent convocation of new
elections to facilitate the formation of a new Israeli Salvation Government whose primary
task will be to try to re-edit the Oslo Accords that allow the peaceful coexistence of Two
peoples in Two States.
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